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Since 1975
• 22 hospitals
• 2,800 licensed beds
• $6.1 Billion Annual Net Revenue

Since 1983
•Health plans
• 850,000+ members

Hospitals

SelectHealth

Medical Group

Since 1994
• 180 Clinics
• 32 Instacare Clinics
• 1,560 employed physicians
• 680 APCs

Layton Hospital



Our Foundation

Mission

Helping people live the 
healthiest lives possible®

Vision

Be a model health system 
by providing extraordinary 
care and superior service 

at an affordable cost.
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Many Americans Can No Longer Afford Healthcare

• Costs increasing too fast- Our costs have 
gone up 22% in the past five years

• Patients (consumers) paying all costs out 
of pocket- 1/3 of our members are HDHP; 
67% never reach their deductible

• Healthcare isn’t delivering perceived 
value- We lag behind other industries in 
terms of experience and value



Input
• People
• Materials
• Equipment

Method Outcomes
• Patient/Employee 

Safety
• Quality
• Patient Satisfaction
• Affordable Costs
• Financial Results

Healthcare Urgency to Improve!



Continuous Improvement is a method 
for engaging all caregivers throughout 

the organization in systematically 
increasing the value provided to our 
patients, members and caregivers.



Operational Alignment

“What does it mean to be successful? ”

“How do we know that 
we’re successful?”

“If we have gaps, 
what are we doing 
about them?”

“As leaders how can we help you 
be successful more often?”

“How do we 
approach problems?”

“How do we achieve 
large innovations?”

“How do we learn 
from one another?”

CLARITY ACCOUNTABILITYALIGNMENT 
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Project Focus
• Quick wins/lacks sustainability

• Based on lean tools

• Few people Involved

• Improvements top-down
Project Focus

Culture Focus

Improvement Approaches

Culture  Focus
• Slower start to focus on culture

• Broad involvement of front-line 

• People doing the work know best

• Focus on systems and processes

• Lean tools are not emphasized
(although they are used) 

• Improvements come from everyone

• Increase exponentially over time



Train & Develop Leaders

How can a leader achieve successful outcomes if they do 
not know the Improvement Method?



Certification Course
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6 Sessions spread 
over 12 weeks

2 Hours each session 
(12 hrs. Total)

2 Projects, Article 
review, Activity based

“For years we have been talking about 
many of the concepts, however, this course 
forged them altogether. The management 
system and all of its tools, now seem to 
make sense. The course has also helped the 
entire facility to exist on the same plateau
of continuous improvement. We are 
speaking the same language and 
supporting the same culture.” 

- Bret Rohde, Bear River Valley Hospital



Humility 
and

Servant 
Leadership

Managing 

from the 

office is 

extinct…



Clear expectations of what it means 
to be successful at each level of the 
organization, coupled with aligned 
strategies, tactics, and actions to 
attain goals.

Key System: STRATEGY DEPLOYMENT
“What does it mean to be successful?”



Key Elements of Strategy Deployment

Why

What

How

Do

Mission, 
Vision, 
Values

Strategies/Tactics

Goals

Daily Actions



Choose Meaningful Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s)

• Don’t change year over year 

• Validate how well the organization is moving towards mission and 
vision of organization

• Measurable and clear to everyone in organization

• Measure value provided to customers, patients and other teams

Patient Harm Index Caregiver Safety Index Length of Stay/Wait Times

Direct to Indirect Labor Cost Per Case Inventory Turns

Improvement $ Saved Quality Rates: Infection, Complications, 
Readmissions, Mortality

Service Scores - HCAHPS



Random Board Goals Miss the Mark  
Hospital





Key System: VISUAL MANAGEMENT
“How do we know that we’re successful?”

Systems and processes 
are designed to help leaders 
and staff see problems in 
real time.



If we have gaps, what are 
we doing about them?

• Transparency = Team Collaboration

• If you are not green… you are RED.



Key System: DAILY IMPROVEMENT
“If we have gaps, what are we doing about them?”

Employees are engaged through 
team-based problem solving, 
idea generation, and recognition.



DAILY IMPROVEMENT

Elements:
• Idea Boards
• Idea Innovation Time
• Implemented Idea Metric
• Idea Recognition



Cultural Improvement- Intermountain Operating Model 





Key System: CLOSING THE LOOP
“As a leader, how can I help you 

be successful more often?”

Management is engaged through 
reaction protocols, coaching, and 
standard follow-up.



Daily Tiered Escalation Huddles 

Purpose: Daily 
process for teams to 
escalate issues at the 
appropriate level for 
management 
awareness, timely 
action, and 
recognition. 

Escalation process is visual.

Leaders have created an environment where team
members feel safe & supported when escalating.

Method exist to inform team members on the
status and results of items that have been escalated.

Items that are escalated are 
given priority by leadership.





Example: Leader Standard Work



What is the purpose of the K-card? 

▪ Provide opportunities for front line 
staff to engage directly with the work 
aimed at HACs. 

▪ Opportunity to align nurse practice 
expectations to outcomes.

▪ Real time data reporting.



Shift-to-Shift Indicator:

• What does this photograph tell you?

• What can we learn from the red?

• What does this mean for today’s shift?

• As a leader, how can our unit learn?

• What is the teams next step to improve?



Example of Return to Green Plan:



Follow-up (Step-Back Reviews)



Follow-up, Follow-up, Follow-up 
LEADER AS TEACHER



Operational Alignment

More than 23,000 ideas 
implemented

Improved access 
with 73% clinics 
extended hours

90% quality goals met
Most CMS Star 
Ratings in our history

More than 3,000 
huddles with a 
tiered escalation 

42% reduction in 
serious safety events

CLARITY ACCOUNTABILITYALIGNMENT 



Danger of Tools

What is the job of this club?

Why won’t the best golf club make me 
the best golfer?

There is more to golfing than having the 
best clubs.

“Tools are techniques for problem 
solving, necessary but not 
sufficient.  --Shingo



It is not the way we manage.

Tools help us manage.

Sustainability survives with leadership follow-up. 



Do you remember your

FIRST DAY of

MEDICAL SCHOOL?





NOW?
ABOUT

HOW



39









PARADIGM SHIFT



“As Medical Staff President, I HAVE WITNESSED 

FRUSTRATED PHYSICIANS TRANSFORM INTO HIGHLY 

ENGAGED PHYSICIANS as they utilized the CI principles 

they were taught.   The CI process provided them with the 

tools and strategy to become empowered to CREATE 

CHANGE RATHER THAN TO FEEL AFFECTED BY CHANGE.  

That transformation, more than almost anything else, is the 

greatest power of the CI (program).”

- Dr. Tom Wood
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SAFETY















$3.5 M 

Savings



SAFETY
REDUCE 
WASTE

IMPROVE 
FLOW

REDUCE 
VARIATION

REDUCE 
WASTE



STOPLIGHT
IMPROVEMENT
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REDUCE 
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FLOW

REDUCE 
VARIATION

IMPROVE 
FLOW



VALUE STREAM 

MAPPING



Suturing Process

737 
Tech

Nurse

Physician

ED SUTURING
IMPROVEMENT





PROCESS 

MAPPING
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STANDARDIZATION
DOCTORS APPROACHES PROBLEMS

10 10 10

10 1 1





MODEL

PROCESS
CARE



TWO-

Clinical
Programs

Front-Line
Physicians

WAY
CYCLE OF

IMPROVEMENT



IMPROVEMENT
PHYSICIAN
FRONT-LINE







ICU ROUNDS: Too Much Variation



LENGTH OF DAILY ROUNDS
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PHYSICIAN ENGAGEMENT

> 1800
COMPLETED IDEAS

IN 2017



“As a physician leader it’s been so satisfying to 

see docs that might be feeling frustrated or 

questioning their decision to go into medicine 

completely turn around and become engaged, 

excited, participants in their physician role, and 

more importantly, focus on how what we do 

impacts patients.”

-Dr. Christine Nefcy



Thank You
matt.pollard@imail.org
scott.saxton@imail.org


